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The purpose of the project was to investigate the challenges faced by
Khutala Colliery pertaining to underground road construction and
maintenance. Furthermore the influence of these challenges on
productivity and safety requirements were taken into consideration.
The operating standards required for the construction and
maintenance of the 2 seam road transport infrastructure was
investigated, together with reasons why the standards of operating
procedure are not met. The Code of Practice put in place by Khutala
Colliery was used to view the standard operating procedures.
Leading practices on underground road construction were
researched. The project aims to discover the gaps that Khutala
Colliery must bridge to implement enhanced practices with regards to
underground road construction.
During the period of study, observations were carried out to
determine whether the road construction standards of operating
procedure were being adhered to at all times for both road
construction and road maintenance.
Khutala Colliery has put in place a traffic management plan,
which includes safety practices and work policies that must be
adhered to while travelling on underground transport roads.
Keywords
road construction, maintenance, strategic road design.

Mine background
Khutala Colliery is a bord and pillar mine
located in Mpumalanga 50 km west of
Witbank and 100 km east of Johannesburg.
The mine is owned by BHP Billiton Energy
Coal Division. The site preparation for the
operation of this mine started in 1984. The
initial design was aimed at achieving 13.3 Mt
run of mine per annum. Coal was first mined
in 1986 and supplied to Kendal power station.
In 2004 the life of mine of Khutala Colliery
was predicted to extend to 2033.
Khutala Colliery operates both
underground and surface mining sections.
The total reserves as measured in 2004 were
601 Mt, 511 Mt of which were attributed to
underground operations and 90 Mt to surface
operations. Safe practices are a high priority at
Khutala Colliery.
Khutala Colliery utilizes the bord and pillar
mining method. Single pass continuous miners
are used for coal extraction. This mining
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An introduction to road construction
During the road building process four
machines are required namely the:
® Toro/LHD and tractor—Road building
material is stockpiled at surface mine
batch silos. The material is fed down a
borehole from the on- surface silo into
the underground workings using a
front- end loader
® Grader—The second step is to spread the
road building material around the road
construction area and to grade over the
area. Road graders are the primary
machines used for new road
construction and road maintenance.
Graders are used for road levelling and
to create smooth roads. Graders are also
used for pothole maintenance
® Compactor—A compactor is used to
compress the material on the newly
constructed road. The purpose of
compacting is to ensure that the material
particles stick firmly together, resulting
in a tight adherence between the
particles of the material. Compacting
stabilizes the road stability and prevents
road building material from moving
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Synopsis

method is commonly used to extract nearhorizontal coal seams in South Africa.
During coal extraction, roof bolters install
permanent roof support. Shuttle cars and
battery haulers are used to transport coal to
the feeder breaker. The coal is then
transported to 1050 mm trunk conveyors.
From the trunk conveyors the coal is
transferred to larger 1350 mm conveyor belts
in the main development. The coal is then
tipped into underground bins and transported
to inclined conveyors, and finally conveyed to
surface silos.
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An investigation on underground transport roads and influence on safety and productivity
® Spray tanker and tractor—Once the road has been built
it is sprayed with a dust suppression product utilizing a
spray tanker which is hauled by a tractor.
The road building process consists of interdependent
services. If one of the abovementioned machines is
unavailable the entire process is delayed.
At Khutala Colliery, the 2 Seam east mine and west mine
utilize a single set of road building equipment. For a period of
2 weeks the machines are allocated to east mine and for the
following two weeks to west mine.

An introduction to road maintenance
Road maintenance includes grading and pothole
maintenance. Potholes (Figure 1) must be filled with rocks or
a sand-gravel mix when necessary. During road maintenance
the road must also be compacted and graded. It is the duty of
the miner to perform road inspection and to observe the
severity of potholes and water accumulation on roads. It is
also the duty of the miner to report the road condition to the
shift boss and to further delegate work to the team to
maintain the required sections.
Roads must be constructed with due consideration for
water damage, which is the main cause of road damage in
Khutala 2 Seam east and west mine. A common problem that
was observed is that of water accumulation at the splits
(Figure 2) and water flooding into roads. The situation leads
to slippery surfaces and this creates the risk of slips and falls
and vehicle accidents.

Problem statement
The challenges experienced by Khutala Colliery with regards
to underground transport road construction were
investigated. The project aims to identify the various aspects
of underground transport road infrastructure that influence
productivity and safety.

® Analyse the traffic management plan and the
adherence there to.

Road construction/maintenance and the influence on
productivity
® Compare the road construction process to the road
building standard operating procedure (SOP)
® Analyse the statistics that are recorded by the mine
planning department on road building machine
utilization
® Collect and compare daily field reports to the MES
(mine electronic system) data
® Research and propose possible solutions to the
challenges faced by Khutala colliery with regards to
underground transport roads and their influence on
productivity and safety.

Results
Khutala has focused all employees and contractors on being
alert to all hazards and risks around them. The first and most
critical step is recognising these hazards and risks and
instituting the necessary controls to eliminate them. This is in
line with the HIRA training currently being undertaken at the
operation.
Hazard identification is important because it is
fundamental to personal safety. Employees and contractors
are continuously urged to be alert to the things that can hurt
them, and either avoid them completely or institute the
necessary controls. At the end of the day, employees and
contractors need to get home—safe, healthy, and happy—to

Project objectives
® To research and benchmark leading practices in road
construction.
® To understand how underground road construction and
road maintenance processes influence safety and
productivity.
® To establish whether Khutala Colliery is currently
practicing the correct procedures with regards to
building and maintaining underground transport roads.
® To make recommendations on how Khutala Colliery can
improve their procedures with the aim of achieving
leading practices with regards to underground transport
roads, safety and productivity.

300 mm by 300 mm pothole

Figure 1—Pothole on underground transport road

Methodology
The following method was followed to acquire the data
necessary to indicate the primary problems that are faced by
Khutala Colliery with regards to road construction and road
maintenance.

Water Accumulation at Splits:
Mini ponds are
• +/-2 m diameter
• Depths of 1.2 m

Road construction/maintenance and the influence on
safety
® Analyse how Khutala Colliery has incorporated the four
steps of safety to identify and minimize accidents on
underground transport roads
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Figure 2—Water Accumulation at a split
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those who need and love them. An individual’s Personal
Big 5, or PB5 are the five people, things or reasons important
to each and every employee or contractor.

Productivity
Figures 3 to Figure 5 indicate the road building machine
availability and utilization as recorded by the mine Mine
Electronic data System (MES) as compared to the results
collected during the period of study.
The conditions of the roads with regards to water and
potholes affects the deterioration of the equipment that
travels on the roads. Table I indicates the road building
machinery maintenance history.
Equipment has a technological life cycle. It is important
that road building machines are serviced and overhauled
according to the maintenance plan in order to sustain the
machine performance.
Table II indicates the requirements of the mines’ road
building material SOP and the actual field practices.
The mine supplies a sandstone mix as road building
material at Khutala Colliery. The road building crews
underground use duff (a muddy waste material) for road
construction. Duff is used because of the low availability of

the LHD. When the LHD is on breakdown the road building
material cannot be transported from the underground silo.
Duff is easily available in the old working areas.
Figure 6 indicates the required time and the actual time
taken to travel to section 23. The lost time is approximately
6 minutes.
Section 23 is approximately 9 km from the shaft. The
road regulation speed at Khutala Colliery underground is
30 km/h (Makgala, 2010).
Tons win = (minutes saved) * (50%)* 7.5 t/min
= 6 min*50%*7.5
= 22.5 t.
® 50% chance of the calculation being accurate and that
the CM cutting rate is ideally 7.5 t/min, the 6 minutes
that is lost while travelling towards sections can result
in a tons win of 22.5 t per shift.

Figure 5—Field availability and utilization (Khutala Colliery MES)

Table I

Road building machine maintenance history (Khutala
Colliery overhaul strategy)
Figure 3—LHD 25 MES availability (Khutala Colliery MES)
Machine no

Purchase date

Replacement

Major overhaul

Tractor 21
Tractor 23
LHD 25
Grader 3
Compactor 1

06/06/2001
03/07/2001
01/08/97
05/21/1996
01/04/1991

2017
2017
2013
2012
Replaced 2007

1st MO not done
1st MO not done
All MO done
All MO done
All MO done

Table II

Difference between duff and SOP sandstone mix
provided for road building
Duff

Sandstone mix (gravel mix)
Hard and stable

Severely damaged by water
Increased number of potholes
Difficult to maintain

Figure 4—Tractor 21 MES availability (Khutala Colliery MES)
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Results in sticky and bumpy roads
when damaged. Wet uneven
roads are challenging to level
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Capable of resisting water damage
Fewer of potholes
Easier to maintain
Results in bumpy roads when
damaged but can easily be leveled
by grading and compacting
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Travel/time (min)

Actual time travelled per day compared to mine
standards (section 23)

Actual travelling
time (min)

Minimum required travelling
time (min)

Days

Figure 6—Data indicating time travelled to section 23

Evaluation of results

Suggestions for further work

® Compliance to the road building SOP could be
improved. Duff is used to build and maintain roads
instead of the sandstone mix provided by the mine
® The numerous road building machine breakdowns that
are currently experienced at the mine affect production
adversely
® Water accumulation in the transport roads results in
hazardous working environments
® Loss time while travelling to production sections affects
productivity negatively.

Conclusion
® The is a lack of adherence to the road building SOP
® Numerous factors affects road construction negatively:
– Road flooding
– The lack of a formal road design
® Road defects e.g. potholes and water accumulation
results in unsafe working conditions
® Shift time lost on travelling to sections affects productivity and results in production losses.

Recommendations
Water management
® Khutala should monitor and ensure good
housekeeping. Water services should be closed at the
end of shift usage i.e. close conveyor belt water sprays
® Dams must be well maintained to minimize leakages
® Pumps should be installed at problem areas as a
proactive water management plan
® Water-containing fissures and veins should be sealed
to reduce water accumulation on roads from natural
water-bearing sources. This is usually done by concrete
lining of shaft walls or through cementation.
Cementation is a process whereby concrete is pumped
into a borehole that intersect a water-bearing vein or
fissure.

The aim of external benchmarking is to research two road
designs that may be applied at Khutala Colliery. The road
design must offer high water resistance and level and stable
road surfaces. The road designs are flexible, and Khutala
Colliery can opt to modify road designs to best suit the
challenges experienced in road construction.

Hyson Cell
Tyson cells, also known as geocells, are large connected
patterns of moulded concrete slabs. The framework for
casting the concrete is made from thin-walled plastic films.
The cell form work remains in the concrete cast during installation, which serves as jointing. The standard cell sizes range
from 150 mm x 150 mm to 400 mm x 400 mm. Minimum cell
depth is 50 mm, while maximum depth is 4 m. The cells may
contain granular fill for the construction of walls. The cells
have a wide application, and can be used to line dams or
streams and for the prevention of slope erosion. The Hyson
Cell is also used as the pavement structure in the construction
of surface mine roads, underground transport roads, and
airport runways (Hyson Cells).
The side faces of the hyson cell are not straight flat
planes, but are slightly curved and have small dome-shaped
protrusions that fit into a hollow on the adjacent concrete cell.
This design prevents shear movement between the cells and

Road design
® Roads must be built with the sandstone mix supplied
as stated in the road building SOP.
® Two road designs options are suggested for future
work.
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Figure 7—Hyson Cell availability (www.hysoncell.co.za)
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2% typical crossfall
Road drain

Sub-grade (fill)

Wearing course

Sub-grade (in situ)
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Sub-base layer

Not to scale
Number of pavement layers may vary according to
specific design adopted

Figure 8—Pavement structure road design (Thompson and Visser, 1999b)

Table III

Advantages and disadvantages of the Hyson Cell
Advantages

Disadvantages

Completely water resistant

High implementation cost

Zero maintenance

For usage on both the no. 2 and 4 seams a new roof support system would have to be designed
as the tributary area and the load supported by the pillars may increase

Withstand heavy loads

Table IV

Advantages and disadvantages of pavement structure road design (L. Lehasa 2011)
Advantages

Disadvantages

More stable structure as compared to duff

Not highly water resistant

Cheaper than Hyson Cell pavement

The transportation of the concrete mix to underground environment may require more
structural design e.g. boreholes
May cause difficulty when travelling below air crossings due to road thickness

Pavement structural design
The pavement road design is a method of developing the
most economical combination of pavement that is compatible
with the underlying in situ material. The base layer, subbase layer, and the sub-grade layer determine the structural
strength of the road. The wearing course material affects the
functional design of the road. Poor wearing course material
results in poor ride quality, excessive dust, increased tyre
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

damage, and increased vehicle damage. Thompson and
Visser (1988, 1999a,b) have established suitable guidelines
to select the correct type of road building material. The
following are factors that affect the selection of material
types:
® The road geometrics
® The environmental climate
® Traffic volumes.
According to Thompson and Visser (1999b)3 the
placement of a road surface over any material that cannot
adequately support the weight of the traffic using the road
and cannot prevent damage of the road surface to water will
hamper the mobility and controllability of the vehicles. The
road design depicted in Figure 8 consists of a 2% crossfall
gradient. The crossfall (gradient) assists with water runoff.
Thus water flows to the roadside were it accumulates and can
be drained or pumped out of the mine. The pavement
structural design is a flexible design and can be modified to
suit the environment of road construction. The pavement
structural design is extensively used on surface mines, but
with the correct design and knowledge it can be applicable to
underground transport roads (Thompson and Visser, 1999b)
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creates an interlocking effect. The Hyson Cell pavement can
withstand heavy (600 t machines) loads without
deformation.
The Hyson Cell has proved to be effective at:
® Phalaborwa Mining Company, for the relocation of raw
and potable water reservoirs. Havercroft Dam
® Lebalelo Water Scheme. The dam was reported to be
completely leak-free 7 years after construction
® Finsch Mine underground roads. Kimberlite is a weak
rock that is easily weathered by water. The Hyson
pavement structure was used to stabilize the
underground infrastructure at Finsch and to prevent
further water damage in certain areas.
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